Already Home
by Susan Mallery

About the Book
After nearly a decade as a sous-chef in a trendy eatery, Jenna is desperate for a change. She's supported
her ex-husband's dreams for so long that she can't even remember her own. Until she sees a for-lease sign
near her parents' home and envisions her very own cooking store.
Her crash course in business is aided by a streetwise store manager and Jenna's adoptive mother. But just
as she's gaining a foothold in her new life, in walk her birth parents --- aging hippies on a quest to reconnect
with their firstborn.
Now Jenna must figure out how to reconcile the free-spirited Serenity and Tom with her traditional parents,
deal with her feelings for a new love interest and decide what to do about her ex's latest outrageous request.
In the end, Jenna will find that there is no perfect family, only the people we love….

Discussion Guide
1. What are the major themes of this story? How does the tile support these themes? Explain your thoughts.
2. Susan Mallery has often been praised for writing stories that pull at readers’ emotions. Looking back on the
story, discuss the moments that were the most emotional for you. What moments made you cry? What
moments made you laugh?
3. What were the turning points? How and when did the characters change and grow? Who changed the
most? Explain.
4. Which mother --- Beth or Serenity --- did you relate to the most, and why? Which father was the most like
your father or husband, and why?
5. Discuss the ways the women in this story were different, and then talk about the traits they had in common.
6. Why do you think Serenity and Tom waited so long to find Jenna? Did they do the right thing? Why or why
not? How should they have handled things differently? Under what circumstances do you think Jenna might
have looked for her birth parents, if they hadn’t come looking for her?

7. Discuss the turning points in Violet’s subplot. How did this subplot support the major themes of the story? If
you were Violet, how would you have reacted when Cliff was rude to Jenna and Ellington? Have you ever
missed warning signs in your own life?
8. Do you think things will work out between Jenna and Ellington? Violet and Dragon? Why or why not?
9. If you had to reinvent yourself the way Jenna did after her divorce, what would you do?
10. Under what circumstances could you see yourself giving up a child for adoption?
11. Do you believe that some people really are more in tune with the Universe? Have you ever followed your
intuition, your gut, even when logic said you shouldn’t? What happened? How did the situation turn out?
Were you right to listen to your gut, or should you have stuck with logic?
12. Beth struggled with weight all her life, but Jenna and Marshall thought she was beautiful as she was. Why
do you think so many women feel dissatisfied with their bodies?
13. How will having known Serenity impact Jenna throughout her life? How has Jenna changed because
Serenity entered her life? What do you think Jenna’s life might’ve been like if she had been raised by her birth
parents?

Author Bio
Susan Mallery is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of novels about the relationships that define
women's lives --- romance, friendship, family. With compassion and humor, Susan keenly observes how
people think and feel, in stories that take readers on an emotional journey. Sometimes heartbreaking, often
funny, and always uplifting, Susan's books have spent more than 200 weeks on the USA Today bestsellers
list, thanks to her ever growing legions of fans.
Susan lives in Seattle with her husband, two ragdoll cats, and a tattletale toy poodle. Animals play a big role
in her books, as well, as she believes they're an integral component to a happy life.
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